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VER FIVE YEARS before the Twin Towers were destroyed,
230 men, women and children perished when TWA Flight
800 went down off the coast of Long Island, New York, on
July 17, 1996. After a $43 million investigation, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
concluded that the crash was initiated by an explosion of fuel in the
plane’s center tank.
In 1998, Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, USN Ret., issued an ominous
mailing to the American people. The former Naval aviator and chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff expressed his concern over
a great deal of important evidence bearing on the crash that apparently
has not been given the attention that it deserves by either the official
investigators or the news media. The most obvious and inexplicable
example is the evidence provided by 183 eyewitnesses interviewed by
the FBI who saw a streak of light heading toward the plane
immediately before the explosion.1

While conducting a revival meeting in Texas in January 2002, I shared
this amazing letter with the congregation. The following evening a church
member returned and asked to speak with me about the matter. After
introducing himself, the man stated that he was a graduate of the Air
Force Academy and had worked in Air Force Intelligence for eighteen
years, attaining the rank of major, before transferring to inactive status. To
my amazement, he gave me a copy of a highly technical, non-classified,
126-page dossier by another retired Naval officer. The cover sheet read:
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Among other things, Commander Donaldson took issue with the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) over a video they produced in a desperate attempt
to discredit the numerous eyewitnesses who testified that a missile
destroyed the ill-fated airliner.
Defying the laws of physics, aerodynamics, and jet engine mechanics,
the video has the aircraft center wing tank mysteriously exploding, the plane
flying along for awhile as the explosion sound makes its way toward shore.
The nose falls off and the plane climbs vertically 3,000 feet trailing fire
just in time for observers ashore to hear the sound and look seaward to
observe a large, slow moving, Boeing 747 morph into a streaking antiaircraft missile!
It would be easy to understand why 10 year olds watching this
cartoon on Saturday morning would believe it on face value, but it is
perplexing to think network news producers, who are responsible
for providing national news, would be suckered without checking the
facts first.2

Commander Donaldson, a career military man, labeled the present
time as “perplexing.” The King James translators chose a more profound
word when rendering the prophetic truth in II Timothy 3:1, “This know
also, that in the last days perilous times shall come.”
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Four of the thirty-four conclusions contained in the commander’s
report are as follows:
4. TWA Flight 800 was destroyed by an airbursting anti-aircraft missile.
6. The preponderance of evidence strongly points to a hostile attack by
enemies of the United States.
32. Officials in the White House, Justice Department and the NTSB
appear to be withholding information from the American people and
the United States Congress that protects the identity and motives of
those who attacked TWA FL800.
34. Based on the fact that TWA Flight 800 was the likely target of
a State Sponsored terrorist attack, which is an Act of War, and the
fact that the Administration has covered up this act for political
expediency prior to the 1996 election, the Congress should do one or
more of the following:
a. Hold Congressional Hearings into the cause of the crash of
TWA Flight 800.
b. Request the Justice Department appoint an Independent Counsel
to investigate.3

The passage in II Timothy 3 also explains why it will be perfectly
normal for national leaders to mislead the American people in the closing
days of the Church Age. Verse four lists “traitors” as one of the signs
of the times.
However, there is another cultural phenomenon that is more dangerous
than intentional governmental deception. You might call it intentional
citizen stupidity. On page 9-A of USA Today for September 19, 2002,
the following headline appeared in bold, inch-high letters—“Warnings
not passed down, 9/11 inquiry says.”
Highlights from the declassified intelligence report include:
June 1998: Intelligence officials learned from several sources that
Osama bin Laden was considering attacks in the USA, including
Washington, D.C., and New York.
August 1998: Officials learned that a group of unidentified Arabs
planned to fly an explosive-laden plane from a foreign country into the
World Trade Center.
July 2001: A person returning from Afghanistan told the CIA,
“Everyone is talking about an impending attack.”4
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(This unprecedented negligence within the intelligence community
would be substantiated during the 2004 9/11 Commission hearings,
particularly with regard to the critical President’s Daily Brief, or PDB,
of August 6, 2001.)
Do you suppose that such an alarming revelation in “the nation’s
newspaper” provoked an outcry from the public sector? Are you
kidding? The average American today is too busy watching Ozzie
Osbourne and Jerry Springer to be distracted by matters of national
security, etc. Just as Europe entered the Dark Ages when the text of
the King James Bible was abandoned and later emerged with Erasmus
and the A.V. 1611, America is presently experiencing her own benighted
demise for the identical reason.
An appropriate Scripture to explain this end-day “space cadet”
mentality is given in II Thessalonians 2:11, “And for this cause God
shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie.” Our
passage in II Timothy 3, adds in verse 13, “But evil men and seducers
shall wax worse and worse, deceiving, and being deceived.”
Now, it is one thing to be dense concerning the threatening agenda
of those who manipulate various segments of our government, but it is
quite another to be unaware of imminent judgment from God Himself!
Do you know that America is currently engaged in a sin far more threatening
than abortion? Consider the words of the prophet Zechariah:
And in that day will I make Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all
people: all that burden themselves with it shall be cut in pieces, though
all the people of the earth be gathered together against it. . . . And it
shall come to pass in that day, that I will seek to destroy all the nations
that come against Jerusalem. (Zechariah 12:3,9)

Has anyone noticed that our celebrated “War on Terrorism” has never
applied to the non-stop murders of defenseless Israeli citizens by the
treacherous Palestinian Authority? I assure you that the God of Israel
is up to speed on the hypocritical situation. Whatever happened to that
providential bond between Israel and America? Is it mere coincidence that
the center letters in the name “Jerusalem” just happen to be “USA”?
Appropriately enough, conclusion number eight in Commander Donaldson’s
report confirms:
8. The United States was warned by Israeli intelligence of a terrorist
risk to TWA FL800 prior to the event.5
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But can we really expect the secular leaders of America to rise any
higher than the so-called point men of evangelical Christianity? Whereas
conspiracy author Texe Marrs believes that Monica Lewinsky was
a “servant of the Israeli Mossad spy agency,”6 prophecy “expert” Jack
Van Impe, media “missionary” Jerry Falwell and Christian “psychologist”
James Dobson all speak positively about Israel while simultaneously
praising her traditional nemesis—the pope! The rank and file within
the hodge-podge of Laodicean apostasy (including what is left of the
Independent Baptist movement) have chosen to look the other way as
well. Although “Brother” Bush has twice ridden into the White House on
a wave of euphoric adulation from his “Christian coalition,” he and his
State Department have since conspired to extinguish God’s “burning
bush!”
As this book was going to press, the world was being assured that
a “Road Map to Peace” would stabilize the Middle East by 2005. One
would certainly have to admit that the collective “wisdom” displayed by
the U.S.A., U.N. and Vatican State was practically supernatural. For Israel’s
willingness to “merely” give up the West Bank and East Jerusalem, the
rest of us could finally realize that elusive dream—“on earth peace,
good will toward men” (Luke 2:14).
However, there is one small problem with this proposition; Jesus
Christ is planning to ride through the Eastern Gate in the immediate
future to establish Jerusalem as the capital of His universe. Therefore,
it must remain closed until He appears.
Then he brought me back the way of the gate of the outward sanctuary
which looketh toward the east; and it was shut.
Then said the LORD unto me; This gate shall be shut, it shall not be
opened, and no man shall enter in by it; because the LORD, the God of
Israel, hath entered in by it, therefore it shall be shut.
It is for the prince; the prince, he shall sit in it to eat bread before the
LORD; he shall enter by the way of the porch of that gate, and shall go
out by the way of the same. (Ezekiel 44:1-3)

You see, unbeknownst to those 183 ambassadors in the U.N., the
land in question actually belongs to God and He doesn’t appear open
to the idea of subdividing.
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I will also gather all nations, and will bring them down into the valley
of Jehoshaphat, and will plead with them there for my people and for my
heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the nations, and parted
my land. (Joel 3:2)

This book deals with negative reality (“How Satan Turned America
Against God”) as opposed to positive fantasy (“God Bless America”;
“revival is just around the corner,” etc.). Consequently, it will not be
carried in the average “Christian” bookstore. It reveals America’s main
purpose for existence, her tragic repudiation of that role and how the
process was orchestrated by Satan. The United States is about to commit
national suicide for daring to move against the nation of Israel. The so-called
“Road Map to Peace” will end in “sudden destruction” (I Thessalonians
5:3), for an “understanding of the times” has always been for one purpose—
“to know what Israel ought to do” (I Chronicles 12:32).
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